John Perkins: An economic hit man takes a shot at UWSP
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It would be a rare event to have a hit man visiting the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, and perhaps rarer still, to have a New York Times best-selling economist getting familiar with the students. However, on April 14 in the Dreyfus University Center’s Laird room, when John Perkins began his talk at 8 p.m., UWSP scored a bull’s-eye on both counts.

Perhaps best known for his autobiographical account, “Confessions of an Economic Hit Man,” Perkins summarized many of the topics found in his best-selling works, such as his racy, self-proclaimed status as a former economic hit man, a title he believes to be apt for his part in leading underdeveloped countries into inevitable debt. A debt, Perkins believes, akin to slavery.

“In the beginning, it was easy to kind of buy the company line, but as I continued down the pathway, I became more and more aware what we were really doing was creating a bigger gap between the rich and the poor,” said Perkins.

“I became very disillusioned, and then I had an epiphany experience while I was sailing one time in the Virgin Islands. I was sitting up on the ruins of this old sugar cane plantation, and it was very beautiful watching the sun set over the Caribbean, and I realized that the sugar cane plantation had been built on the bones of thousands of slaves. And then I realized that the whole hemisphere was built on the bones of millions of slaves, and then I realized that I was really a slave, or I was creating a new form of slavery.”

Arguing that the modern business model was a failed system, and that by the Mayan calendar, 2012 was the moment for a global change, Perkins passionately demanded assumption that the right people are here. It’s a nice size crowd; I was very happy with it. I always like the bigger crowd, the better because the more people I reach, but this was a decent-sized crowd,” said Perkins.

And if Perkins aimed to “reach” his audience members, he certainly succeeded as several older audience members were visibly moved during the Q&A segment, when Perkins began to dispense advice on how to deal with local community problems, and the perceived ‘injustice’ of having to pay Perkins himself to perform.

Sponsored in part by the UWSP College Democrats and various faculty members of the political science and the international departments, Perkins’s visit was the culmination of over five months of campaigning by junior Michael Wilson, Student Government Association’s president-elect. By bringing Perkins to UWSP, Wilson hopes to allow the student body a chance to hear a slightly different take on international finance.

“I think that whether you disagree or agree, it’s always important to listen to different points of view,” said Wilson.

“In a democracy, the backbone of a democracy is an informed populace, therefore the backbone of a democracy is also open dialogue. Whether you agree or disagree to different points of view, it is important to be able to listen to them because that is what this country was founded on: the impact public relations has on society and how much control it has in molding our beliefs,” said University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point student, Cortez Edwards.

Born in Marshfield, WI, John Stauber became an anti-war activist while in high school. He said that he believed in agreement or disagree to different points of view is also open dialogue. Whether you agree or disagree to different points of view, it is important to be able to listen to them because that is what this country was founded on.

John Stauber is the co-author of “Toxic Sludge is Good for You” and “Weapons of Mass Deception,” books that criticize the PR industry.

See “Perkins” pg. 2

John Stauber speaks out against global warming
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Author and community activist, John Stauber spoke to students about public relations, propaganda and front groups that deny global warming on April 20 at 7 p.m. in lecture hall 221 of the Noel Fine Arts Center.

The College of Fine Arts Center sponsored the event for Earth Week. There were approximately 100 students in attendance for the event.

“I never realized how strong of an impact public relations has on society and how much control it has in molding our beliefs,” said University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point student, Cortez Edwards.

Born in Marshfield, WI, John Stauber became an anti-war activist while in high school. He said that he believed in agreement or disagree to different points of view is also open dialogue. Whether you agree or disagree to different points of view, it is important to be able to listen to them because that is what this country was founded on.

See “Stauber” pg. 6
Ron Strege: Making a difference at UWSP

Ron Strege has been the director of Multicultural Affairs for more than 13 years at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, and he couldn't be happier about it. He knows that how he spends his time each day impacts the lives of students on campus.

Strege began his career at UWSP as the Baldwin Hall director in 1994. He held the position for three years and while he said that he loved living in the residence halls, he knew that there was more for him to accomplish at UWSP. That's when he took the position as the Director of Multicultural Affairs.

A typical day for Strege starts out at 8 a.m. with a cup of morning coffee to get his energy flowing. After being sufficiently caffeinated, he makes the rounds to various resource centers that he directs.

Every morning, Strege walks to the Alliance for Non-Traditional Students, the Multicultural Resource Center and the Native American Center, but these are just a few in a long list of many stops that he will be making throughout the day.

"I think one of the coolest things about the university, at least for my job, is that no day is the same. Every day is different," said Strege.

"Throughout the day a lot of what I do is just meet with different staff members and students as the day goes on. Different groups that I advise. On a good day I meet with students and really help them get something solved or just kind of pump them up or pat them on the back or kick them in the butt - whatever they need. That's kind of my favorite part of the job."

This semester Strege was nominated for both the University Service Award and the University Leadership Mentor award. The final announcement for the winner of the University Leadership Mentor award will be made at the end of April.

Strege received the service award nomination from students that he works with, and was nominated for the leadership award by the UWSP Student Government Association. Although he did not win the service award this year, he made it clear that it was an honor just to be nominated.

"I think the thing that meant a lot to me was that it was the students that nominated me... that to me was great and I really appreciated it... it's nice to know that people see that you're trying and you're working hard. It was very cool. I was very touched and honored," said Strege.

"Students who had worked with Strege in the past shared their sentiments about what a caring person he is as well as the qualities that make him a fine administrator. The consensus was that Strege is an asset to UWSP."

"I worked with him for one of my classes about diversity and he was really easy to work with. I liked his morals and the way that he went about helping minority students on campus," said Alesha Bales, a UWSP senior.

"I think the reason I stay here is that... we pride ourselves on being pretty student-centered at this university. Our values are that we put you guys first," said Strege.

"Strege is obviously very passionate about students and his continuing efforts at UWSP. Hopefully the university will take notice - and as he so often does with students - put more administrators like him first."
UWSP hosts Vietnam documentary preview event

The University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point Veteran’s Club and the Wisconsin Public Television will be hosting a preview screening of an upcoming Wisconsin Public Television documentary entitled “Wisconsin Vietnam War Stories” on Wednesday, April 28 from 4 to 6 p.m. in the theatre of the Dreyfus University Center.

The event features a 40-minute preview of the documentary which will air in one-hour segments on WPT May 24, 25 and 26 at 8 p.m. each night. Following the preview of the documentary, those attending are encouraged to engage in a discussion of the documentary and the legacy of the Vietnam War.

The documentary features Wisconsin Vietnam veterans telling their stories accompanied by archival video footage, historical photographs and maps of the war.

“The 40 minutes gives you plenty of stuff,” said Colleen Angel, a library services assistant who is involved in coordinating the event. “I will be bringing Kleenex.”

Wisconsin Vietnam War Stories is part of a series of documentaries on Wisconsin veterans produced by WPT and the Wisconsin Library Association. It is the third in the series, preceded by “Wisconsin WWII Stories” and “Wisconsin Korean Stories.”

The documentary is composed of interviews conducted by producer Mik Derks of over 100 Wisconsin veterans of all branches of service from throughout the state, said Erik Ernst, promotion manager for WPT and son of a Vietnam veteran. He added that the documentary features some stories that veterans are telling for the first time.

“The documentary is interesting because people telling the story actually experienced the history,” said Ernst.

The screening and discussion at UWSP is one of several that are taking place around the state, said Ernst.

The event is part of the Reel to Real program, which strives to educate and raise awareness in Wisconsin communities through film screening and discussion.

Angel expects several Vietnam veterans to attend the event and be part of the discussion afterwards.

One veteran planning to attend is Dick Judy. Judy is a retired business consultant and also served as a professor of business and economics at UWSP from 1985 to 1999. Before coming to Stevens Point in 1965, Judy served 28.5 years in the United States Army, including time as an operations and intelligence officer in Vietnam from December 1966 to January 1968.

"The film will show things people don’t want to believe," said Judy. Judy believes Wisconsin Vietnam War Stories is the first series done on Vietnam veterans in Wisconsin.

The film is part of a larger effort to recognize Wisconsin Vietnam veterans who have not received much recognition for their service in the 35 years since the war took place.

Judy remembers the controversy surrounding the wars the public had towards Vietnam soldiers during the late 60s into the 70s. On his return from the war, Judy remembers being told the war was over and was being taken through tunnels under the San Francisco airport to avoid protesters.

Judy also alluded to the many war and government protests that took place around the country including Stevens Point in which UWSP students took over Old Main and Chancellor Lee Sherman Dreyfus’ office.

"Nobody said to me 'nice job' or 'welcome back,'" said Judy.

According to a Vietnam War fact sheet on Wisconsinwarstories.org, 165,400 U.S. troops from Wisconsin served in Southeast Asia during the war. 1,241 Wisconsin soldiers were killed in action, while 37 are missing in action.

A long-awaited Vietnam veteran recognition event will occur May 21-23 at Lambeau Field in Green Bay in an event called "LZ Lambeau. More information is available at wisconsinwarstories.org.

"I'm glad somebody is doing something about it," said Judy.

Judy hopes the film will better educate people about Vietnam and also encourage other veterans to talk about their experiences.

Judy also hopes the film will bring attention to current soldiers and veterans of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and make it easier for them to adjust to life after war and receive the recognition they deserve.

"It's nice. I'm glad; it's been a long time coming," said Judy.

Ernst served as a public relations consultant on "Wisconsin Vietnam War Stories," visit Wisconsinwarstories.org.

Student veterans interested in becoming officers have a $380 incentive added to the monthly stipend they receive from the Montgomery GI Bill. In exchange for increased financial support, veterans may be required to re-enlist.

Nicholas Rinartz, a 23-year-old UWSP sophomore, is participating in the scholarship option, allowing him to suspend active duty obligations while he attends UWSP.

His scholarship pays for full tuition costs, housing and books. He enrolls full-time, is required to complete academic requirements, he returns to active duty.

Rinartz said returning to school from military life posed unexpected circumstances.

"I loved the military, but school was a big change of pace. I'm used to it now, but at first I had a hard time going from being in the field to a student sitting in lecture," he said.

Although Rinartz agreed that joining the military for financial reasons can prove wise, he joined the Army after his freshman year when he was in need of both financial assistance and a sense of career direction.

"Joining the Army for financial reasons did work out for me, but I got lucky. My orders had me stationed in Japan and I didn't deploy. A lot of my friends didn't get so lucky," said Rinartz.

25-year-old UWSP senior Matthew Haigh said a person is most likely to have a difficult transition to college if "he or she didn't do his job and is not clear at the time they decide to enlist." Haigh joined the military after graduating high school in 2003 and

see "ROTCTC" pg. 6.
Late night bus proves an important service
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Completing its first route in September, the late night transit continues to play a huge role in the Stevens Point community.

"The program continues to grow in popularity as the school year goes on. "From September to the end of December, 6,900 rides took place on the late night bus and this is not counting Thanksgiving or the beginning of Christmas break. It is picking up more and the number of riders is expected to increase," said Susan Lemke, transit manager.

Due to the growth in popularity, changes will occur for the 2010-2011 school year. Lemke said that because of the frequent use, especially with the new route, the bus routes will change to 20 minute intervals next fall as opposed to the 30 minute intervals that are taking place now.

"About nine out of the ten times that I go to the bars downtown, I take the bus home. It is always a great way to end the night, knowing my friends and I made it back to our places safe," said Katie DeWitt, student at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point.

"The program is very popular. It is growing and it is necessary. It is eliminating potential dangers, so it is a win-win situation," said Lemke.

The city recently hired a transit supervisor. His duties include reviewing late night transit operations, appearing on site to take emergency phone calls, occasionally riding along and watching the camera system on the bus to provide support for the driver in case of any incidents that may take place.

Records are kept about incidents on the bus. So far only one police report was filed dealing with theft. There haven't been any major problems with any "bus" page 11

Emy J's hosts Schools for Peace fundraiser
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In recognition of the League of Women Voters' 90th anniversary, the Stevens Point area league is sponsoring Schools for Peace, a community fundraiser on April 29, at 6:30 p.m. at Emy J's, 1009 1st Street, Stevens Point.

Schools for Peace is working to help support the Central Asia Institute and their work educating children, especially girls, in Afghanistan and Pakistan. Contributions make a real difference as the cost of educating children in the Third World is about one dollar per month per child.

The fundraiser will include a presentation by emeritus professor Dr. Neil Lewis on social issues in Afghanistan and Pakistan, a short video about the work of the CAI and a brief book discussion of CAI co-founder Greg Mortenson's books "Three Cups of Tea" and "Stones into Schools."

In 1993, Mortenson attempted to climb the summit of K2, the second highest mountain in the world at 28,251 feet, on the border of Pakistan and China. K2 has the second highest fatality rate among mountains over 8,000 meters in height, with one climber dying for each who summits.

After his attempt failed, exhausted and disoriented, Greg wandered down and nursed him back to health. Mortenson promised to raise money and return to help the village build a school. After great effort, including a "Pennies for Peace" campaign at Westside Elementary School in River Falls, Wis., where his mother was principal, Greg was able to fulfill his promise.

The students had collected 62,340 pennies, or $6,234. It was also the beginning of his life's work.

Mortenson and Dr. Jean Hoerni founded the non-profit Central Asia Institute in 1996. Its mission has been to promote education and literacy in Pakistan and Afghanistan, especially for girls in those areas.

"At great personal risk, one person is doing so much to promote peace and understanding between people and bringing education to girls and boys where it is sorely needed," said Liz McDonald of the League of Women Voters of Wisconsin.

They listen and learn from the local communities served, rather than enforcing external evaluations or decisions of what is best from an outsider's perspective. The philosophy to empower the local people through their own initiative is at the heart of all CAI programs.

CAI has established 131 schools, educating more than 58,000 students, including 44,000 girls. CAI's approach is to engage the villagers in building the schools and providing resources for teachers to educate their students.

Education is the most significant factor in impoverished societies to significantly improve the basic quality of health and life over a generation. It is also CAI's goal to promote "peace with books, not bombs in Afghanistan and Pakistan."

"This event gives college students an opportunity to play a part in Greg's important work. It can inspire college students to realize what one may accomplish if they believe," said McDonald.

For more information on the Central Asia Institute, visit their Web site at www.ikat.org or contact Liz McDonald of The Stevens Point Area League Of Women Voters at (715) 341-4223.

Stevens Point Police Department, the bus has reduced the rate of driving under the influence in the Stevens Point area in the few months the program has operated, however, some feel there hasn't been enough time to make that assumption.

"The difference is statistically significant when viewed alone," said Lieutenant James E. Dowling from the Stevens Point Police Department. Variables would include whether the state may have been funding an operating while intoxicated enforcement program, whether other activity made fewer officers available

Are you graduating in May?
If you have any questions about Commencement on May 15, 2010 visit the Commencement Web site! www.uwsp.edu/special/commencement

- Fill out your RSVP cards (electronically at the above Web site)
- Purchase caps, gowns, and tassels at the University Store May 3-7 Monday-Thursday, 8 a.m. - 7 p.m.
   Friday, 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
   Mail order your cap and gown package to be shipped May 3-7 at 715-346-3431

Questions?
Contact University Relations and Communications 715-346-3548 or commencement@uwsp.edu

Portland, Ore. was named after a coin toss in 1844, heads for Portland and tails for Boston.

No president of the United States was an only child.

The African cicada fly spends 17 years sleeping, then wakes up for two weeks, mates and then dies.

The world record for time without sleep is 264 hours (11 days) by Randy Gardner in 1965.

Reno, Nev. has the highest rate of alcoholism in the United States. Provo, Utah has the lowest.

Kissing is healthier than shaking hands.

The Great Pyramid Of Giza in Egypt holds a constant temperature of 68 degrees Fahrenheit.

The Germans tried to copy Coca-Cola and came up with Fanta.

In Oregon you can't buy or sell marijuana but you can smoke the drug on your own property.
EENA celebrates Earth Week with annual Eco Fair
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The Eco Fair will be held on April 23 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. between the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point Albertson Center for Learning Resources building and the Noel Fine Arts Center. The Eco Fair is an annual event put on by the Environmental Educators Naturalist Association every Friday of Earth Week. It is to help celebrate the earth and raise awareness of environmental education.

Every year, several bands play at the Eco Fair. This year’s bands are Black Spruce Swamp Stomp, whose members attend UWSP, Clinton Miller and Pagowa.

Along with great music, you can expect great food as well. Every year there is a new variety of food for people to try. This year there will be soup that is purchased and donated by local farmers. A student has even donated elk meat chili to add variety. Another food to look forward to is the fresh artisan bread.

"This is my first year going to Eco Fair and I am really excited to see all the people show up and what kind of people show up. I can’t wait to see how the soup sells because instead of selling shirts this year we decided to go with mugs. EENA in the past would have left over shirts HEC but we are hoping for good weather," said Buesgens. "It should be really fun. There are always different booths that can stop by that other organizations and people in the school or community set up so they can get their information out. There are raffles and pretty sweet donations such as bikes and things from the university and things like that." Donations for the raffle will be accepted until the day before the Eco Fair. EENA will also be holding a free cycle booth this year. The free cycle booth is where you can drop something off at the booth and you can take something back.

"This is a way for people to trade things they do not want for something they think they might want. It is a great way to recycle unwanted items. It is a neat idea and I think it is very interesting," Buskins said.

With plenty to prepare, EENA is kept busy until the Eco Fair.

After a successful turnout last year, the annual Eco Fair is greatly anticipated.

Convenient and Affordable University of Wisconsin Colleges Online Courses

Fully-transferable UW courses taught totally over the internet by UW professors.

Looking for an affordable way to earn college credits this summer? Get ahead with your educational needs by earning credits with the online courses available through the University of Wisconsin Colleges Online. Not only will you earn credits towards your degree, you will have the flexibility to still enjoy your summer vacation.

Registration for the Summer Semester is open until May 21

Find out more online: online.uwc.edu/landing/uw

The fish tale behind aquaculture revealed
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A national workshop for those in the aquaculture industry entitled "The Four P's - Practices, Presentation, Promotion and the Press - Saving Your Business and Your Markets" will be held May 20 on the UW-Madison campus by the National Aquaculture Association.

The workshop, sponsored by several Wisconsin universities including the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, is being offered in an effort to give aquaculture producers accurate information about the absence of exotic diseases and invasive species within aquaculture farm practices.

Linda Odierno, representative of the National Aquaculture Association, said that a lot of bad information about aquaculture gets out on the internet and statistics are taken out of context by internet groups.

"These workshops are trying to help people answer different questions that come from all these different groups," said Odierno, "It’s an opportunity for people to ask frank questions about their concerns in working in aquaculture."

Odierno gave examples of statistics that were taken out of context in a study dealing with harmful chemicals in fish. The study showed that farm fish had higher level of the chemicals than wild fish, which was reported by many different groups very negatively. What wasn’t reported though, was that the levels in the farm fish were still well above Food and Drug Administration standards.

While the workshop will primarily deal with ways in which those in the U.S. aquaculture industry can shed a more favorable light on the industry, there will also be sessions addressing the challenges U.S. growers face in competing with inexpensive imports and foreign producers as well as giving growers the skills they need to communicate with local law makers on aquaculture topics. Odierno thinks that local aquaculture could have a very bright future within the environmental movement.

"We import 88% of all seafood we eat," said Odierno, "If we could produce more of this locally, we would produce more jobs - some economists think that local aquaculture could produce more jobs within the community." Odierno also said that if we produced more
Last weekend, Outdoor EdVentures hosted University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point students on a horseback riding trip to the Wild West Corral in Amherst, Wis.

Thirteen students participated in the trip last Saturday, which was originally supposed to be a camping trip as well but was shortened to a day-long trip, and it was a positive opportunity for attendants. For Shara Krans, a UWSP student participant, the trip was especially meaningful.

"When I was 16, my family spent the summer on my grandfather's farm who had a retired farm horse named Ben that had been put out to pasture," she said. "I liked to take Ben out for rides every evening, and I really loved the experience of working with him. I haven't been on a horse since, so I jumped at the chance to go on a horseback riding trip."

Though some people on the trip were more experienced like Krans, the trip was enjoyable for others as well. Zackery Knapton went on the trip because he is the Outdoor Edventures photographer. "My favorite part of the trip was actually learning how to horseback ride seeing as this was my first time."

"My favorite part of the trip was actually learning how to horseback ride seeing as this was my first time."

— Knapton

The group did hit a few snags on the trip though, as the Wild West Corral was running pretty late with their scheduled start times for rides. "We had a long wait before we could go riding, so we spent a lot of time petting and feeding the pastured horses. We played with the campground's golden retrievers, explored and played board games," said Krans. This waiting time was even the best part of the trip for some people like Jacob Cox who went on the trip.

"My favorite part of the trip was while waiting to go on the ride I got to play tetherball," said Cox. Overall, there was something to enjoy for everyone on the trip and Outdoor Edventures counts it as a success.

"Everything about the trip was a ridiculous yet funny story," said Gross. Outdoor Edventures' next outing is an upcoming canoe trip on the Plover River from Jordan Park to Iverson Park. Outdoor Edventures' office is in the basement of the Allen Center in room 002 and is open from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. Mondays through Thursdays and 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Fridays.
Sports

Tree climbing: A thing of the past
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With the knowledge that a boy spends the majority of his childhood days climbing trees, the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point chose to offer a major that allows the now men to relive their childhood as a career.

The Student Society of Arboriculture is an organization on campus that gives students hands-on experience in the field of urban forestry. On Saturday, April 17, SSA held the first annual collegiate climbing competition in front of the Old Main building. It could be said that many have been preparing their whole lives for such a competition even if “climbed a tree as an eight-year-old” isn’t quite resumeworthy.

Students from both UWSP and Milwaukee Area Technical College competed in six events for a chance to win the top arborist monkey award, a wooden monkey hand-carved by John Wayne Farber, president of SSA. Not all, but certain monkey-like qualities are revered in the world of arboriculture, and the prize captured the finesse of a true climber.

The belayed scramble was an event in which participants climbed approximately 35 feet in a tree as fast and reasonably possible. Josh Rasmussen, an urban forestry and forestry management major at UWSP and future head pruning coordinator for SSA, placed first in the event with a time of 30 seconds.

The event was Rasmussen’s favorite and the competition, his first. “It made me want to compete more,” said Rasmussen.

Another event required participants to throw a weighted bag into three marked tree crotches within five minutes. The secured foot lock event tested a unique climbing method where students used their feet to climb 40 vertical feet of rope without the assistance of tree limbs, which are more often than not, a climber’s best friend. Andrew Gollnick of MATC placed first in this event.

Students were also scored on two written portions of the competition which tested general knowledge and equipment.

Gollnick placed first overall and rightfully claimed the top arborist monkey award. Gerard Fry of UWSP took second place and Tim Reiter, also of UWSP, took third.

“Out of 70-some urban forestry majors, only four competed...that’s pretty poor considering we’re the largest urban forestry school in the Midwest,” said Rasmussen. Although outnumbered, the four proudly represented SSA and UWSP.

The foot lock event was a favorite of UWSP’s Mark Bykaskiewicz, who will take on the role of inventory officer of SSA next year. He viewed his participation in the competition as a way of networking and preparing for the Tree Care Industry Association conference. TCIA holds annual conferences which allow students to meet future employers and other climbers. Both TCIA and International SSA host national student competitions.

“The work climb was really fun and the most realistic because you weren’t going for speed but efficiency,” said Reiter, current head pruning coordinator for SSA. Reiter encourages others to participate in similar events because “you get to meet people from other schools and learn from them.”

Other schools like Mid-State were previously at an advantage because of the hands-on experience offered in the classroom. Students at UWSP primarily rely on organizations like SSA for practical work experience.

TCIA competes every year by the school which the overall winner attends. Students at UWSP will have the chance to win next year as a normal meet trying to improve ourselves as well as our times.”
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21. Washington Nationals (7-7). I
19. Pittsburgh Pirates (7-6). This
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The Pointer track and field teams will be competing at the Drake Relays this weekend.
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testing positive for a performance-enhancing substance on Tuesday. Whoops.
24. Arizona Diamondbacks (6-8). I can't say much about this team, but did you know the diamondback rattlesnake is the largest rattlesnake in North America? I hope your mind is blown.
22. Chicago Cubs (5-9). Unrest heads of George Washington and races, but seeing the mammoth-sized

there? Without Roy Halladay, I was planning on ignoring them.
11. Colorado Rockies (7-7). I’m no Buster Olney, but after I heard Ubaldo Jimenez threw a no-hitter, I thought, “Oh yeah, that guy was supposed to be pretty good, wasn’t he?” It’s kind of weird to wonder how this knowledge got into my head without me knowing it. I blame ESPN.
10. Detroit Tigers (7-7). Boy, does this team have a potentially dominant lineup. It was nice of them to try and counteract this by putting Dontrelle Willis in the rotation.
9. Florida Marlins (6-6). Since I’m bringing up a lot of former Brewers, how about Wes Helms: professional hitter? Well, professional pinch hitter, more likely, but check it: in 13 at-bats, he’s hitting .426 with an on-base percentage of .339. Maybe he’s the next Matt Stairs.
8. Atlanta Braves (8-5). We were hearing about Jason Heyward’s brilliance before spring training, more during spring training, and now that he’s taking off in the majors we’re going to be hearing about this guy a lot. A lot. More one time, we are only two and a half weeks into the season.
7. Oakland Athletics (9-6). For a guy nobody wanted last season, Ben Sheets has pitched serviceably early this year. I can see the rest of his campaign ending in one of two ways: returning to his old form and pissing every Brewer fan off since he couldn’t keep it together in Milwaukee, or more likely, a return to his rightful spot on the disabled list. Admittedly, that was an easy one.
6. San Francisco Giants (8-6). One of the craziest Tim Lincecum stats that I’ve seen: When he gets at least four runs of support, his career record

in terms of our vision and where we see ourselves going,” said Kujawa.

We had six national qualifying marks: David Lithsheim and Adam Lang for the 800 meter, Joel Heroux for the 10,000 meter run, Tim Thorburn for the 3,000 meter steeplechase and Jerry Frusinski and Mike Schlichting for the hammer throw.”

Craig said that most girls on the team had a season’s best at the meet and a few qualified for nationals. The best performance of the night was sophomore Claire Roberts, winning the 1500 meter race and breaking the school record in the process, while qualifying for nationals with a nation’s-best time of 4:29.29.

The women national qualifiers include senior Liz Caine for the 200 meter dash, the 4x400 meter relay team of Liz Caine, Chelsea Czarnecki, Kristen Kuber and Kathleen Folbrecht and Kelly Haen for the 10,000 meter run, she is now ranked ninth in the country for that event.

The conference championships for track and field will take place May 7 and 8 at UW-River Falls. Nationals are May 27 through May 29 in Cleveland, Ohio.
Copper Fountain Festival set to give back to students

University of Wisconsin Stevens Point's Centertainment Productions will host the 14th annual Copper Fountain Festival on May 14 in lot Z on the UWSP campus.

This end of the year party is to thank students for their dedication to Centertainment Productions by having a free event where they can relax, enjoy music and connect with student organizations, all of which are welcome to set up a table and sell fundraiser items.

Christine Klopotic, Public Relations Coordinator for Centertainment Productions, said there are a lot of great things about the festival.

"The musicians this year are fantastic—how often do you get to see nationally acclaimed performers at a free concert," said Klopotic. "Also, we're going to have some really awesome prizes to give away for people who attend—and everyone who comes will get a free mug."

The music lineup for the festival includes musicians with different styles to appeal to everyone. Mike Droho and the Compass Rose, a Madison band with elements of rock, indie, classical, acapella, R&B and hip-hop, will play from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. Front-man Mike Droho said the band is getting amped up for the performance.

"I'm excited about most performances we do; that's just the way I am—I live to perform and entertain, but of all the shows I've done at UWSP, I've always appreciated the quality of the production put into the shows," said Droho. "We end up sounding great and feeling even better."

Droho's band just played at South By Southwest, the legendary music festival in Austin, TX, and is booked regionally until August, when they will be releasing a live album.

"Come out and see what we're up to; I can promise you that you've never quite seen anything like it," said Droho. Tour dates and other information can be found at MikeDroho.com.

The other musicians performing are Pat McCurdy, who has opened for artists such as Cheap Trick, Kansas, and the Proclaimers and has toured across the nation, will play from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. Random Lama, a band from Madison with an acoustic/indie folk sound who often cover music from Dispatch and Jack Johnson, will play from 8 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

The festival changes every year, and this year is no different according to Klopotic.

"The festival is special this year because we're really trying to give back to the students more than we have in the past—we have Pepsi, Miller and U.S. Bank as our main sponsors this year," said Klopotic. "Also, since next fall we will be releasing a new look for Centertainment Productions, this year's festival really marks a start to a new beginning."

The festival is geared towards students but is open and free to everyone—standard charges will be applied for soda and beer with valid ID.

__Study abroad in Stevens Point: West meets East__

Alexander J. Liu
The Pointer
alii.56@uwsp.edu

For most students at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, orientation is an all too familiar rite of passage, that transition from the comforts of home to the gradual responsibilities of adulthood. But what if home was not a block away, not a town away and not even a state away? Such is the wakening reality faced by the international student.

But how much does the resident student body contribute to soothing any fears of alienation? Kanishka Bhattacharyya, a freshman who hails from Calcutta, India, concedes that though it may be due to the rural nature of the campus, UWSP has certainly lived up to its reputation as a welcoming community.

"People are really caring and really open to their feelings. I feel that if you walk down the street you greet people whom you don't know, I really like this thing. When you're standing in a line you just start a conversation with a person whom you've never met and will probably never meet," said Bhattacharyya. "People want to talk all the time. I really like that."

Though sophomore Ping Ping Lai, a native of Shenzhen, China, may find a few oddities in the clash of cultures, such as the easily satisfied American appetite or the religious nature of the Bible belt, she agrees that this new culture is a welcoming one. Even in her studies as a business major, Lai perceives a change from the rigidity of Chinese education.

"I think here I am more free to do whatever I like, and I think students here are very creative and the professors are very impressive and they like to inspire students to do something that you have never done before. Here, I think you just need to discover something you don't think you can do before," said Lai.

Unfortunately, while Bhattacharyya and Lai may represent the optimistic image that UWSP aims for, there are some international students who feel that a culture of intolerance broods beneath the surface.

"Some college students, they'll drive and they'll yell to us... We just ignore it though," said freshman Jun-Haeng Lee of Yong Yin, South Korea. "I feel that sometimes people are scared of me because I'm Asian, and sometimes when I play v-ball, when I see their faces, they look like they are trying to avoid me. They look kinda scared. Sometimes I feel like I'm an animal in a zoo."

"I don't think they know us well, and that's the biggest reason why they feel scared because they don't..."
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know about us well; our thinking, our culture. So, they have to guess about us, and they clearly think badly of us. I'd also feel scared in my country. I saw some foreign student or a foreigner in my country, but actually they'd also be scared of me."

Yuka Yamaoka, a senior and political science major who had transferred in 2008 from UWSP's sister school, Dokkyo University in Saitama, Japan, believes that even though the racism that she encounters takes on a more passive form, it nevertheless disillusions many international students, discouraging them even in the classroom.

"You have to speak up. You have to say what you have in your mind. If you don't say no, they will assume you say yes. Most of the Japanese people, or at least me, just keep it quiet and if I don't like it, I still don't say no," said Yamaoka. "Sometimes in the class, if you don't speak English well enough, some people won't even try to understand. It's really hard. They know I'm Japanese, and if I speak well enough they might understand it, but they don't want to understand it."

While Yuka believes that students, especially freshmen, hold these attitudes; the local community cannot be faulted. It is in the classroom, where Yuka feels most uneased.

"Sometimes in American politics or American literature class, they're not respectful of other cultures. Depends on the class. They speak about what they think, what they know about. They may have never been to other countries or seen other cultures, but they say America is always right. If I say something, maybe from a Japanese perspective, I say it's wrong, they'll say it's right, 'You're in America, you'll have to adapt.'"

Perhaps these attitudes in relating to foreign students may explain why even in this great "mixing pot," the majority of international students choose to self segregate instead of assimilate. Or perhaps the answer simply lies with the student's willingness to assimilate. In any event, the life of an international student is not without its own set of challenges.
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for traffic enforcement and whether patrol shifts were short of officers due to vacation, training, sick leave or family leave, said Dowling. From September 2008 through February 2009 there were 67 arrests in the city for operating under the influence of an intoxicant. From September 2009 through February 25, 2010, there were 37 arrests.

Dowling said that during the 2008/2009 time period, 12 drivers were under the influence of alcohol when involved in an accident out of a total of 326 accidents, which is 3.7 percent, while during the 2009/2010 time period, 15 drivers were under the influence of alcohol out of 633 accidents, which is 2.4 percent.

"Because of a number of variables, I would feel more comfortable having three full years of data before reaching any conclusion," said Dowling.

In addition to drinking and driving, the late night bus service is also intended to take people off of the streets and sidewalks between the downtown and university area with the intention of reducing theft and disorderly behavior, said Dowling.

Lemke said records show that the first two riders on the late night transit were two young women coming home from a friend's house and they didn't want to walk alone in the dark because of potential dangers. "The safety aspect is incredible," said Lemke.

Many anticipate the program will last. "The bus benefits the community, so I definitely think it will be around for a long time," said DeWitt.

Students pay an additional $2.44 to their tuition per semester to keep the Late Night Bus running. This total is based on an 8,500-student enrollment.

The late night bus operates Thursday through Saturday from 10:15 p.m. to 3:15 a.m. on two separate routes, the east and north. The last bus leaves Shopko at 2:45 a.m. The bus does not run while school is not in session at the university.
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April 22, 2010
Spranger Rentals
Now accepting rental applications for the upcoming 2010 fall and spring semesters. The Partners Apt. are quality 3 bedroom units located 2 blocks from UWSP. All units include dishwasher, refrigerator, stove, microwave, air conditioner and onsite laundry. VIP cards for residents 21 and older to receive special drink prices at Partners Pub. For a personal showing contact Dave at 715 341 0826. email dp@charter.net website sprangerrentals.com

New Pointer Place Townhomes for groups of 5 or 6, 1 year new, ride the city bus free to and from campus, bus stops right outside the door and is last stop before campus, large single bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths w/dual vanity, laundry in apt, 2 refrigerators, dishwasher, microwave, internet hookups in each room, FREE PARKING, FREE SNOW & LAWN CARE, 3700 Doolittle Dr, call Nicole @ 252-6169 for a showing

3 BR Duplex Lower, large remodeled kitchen, Garage, Free Wash/Dry. Great location next to Mead Park and the WI River. $250pp, Heat included, June 1, 715.326.1212, Jeffrey@Bilbrey.ME

ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS For 2010-11 School Year. Duplex on Main Street. Showing to groups of 4 or 8 students. Plenty of space, parking. Cheap rent. Will rent soon. Call Bryan 920-277-844

2 BR Duplex Upper, Garage, Free Wash/Dry. Great location next to Mead Park and the WI River! $200pp, Heat included, June 1, 715.326.1212, Jeffrey@Bilbrey.ME

University Point Apartments 3 and 4 bedroom In unit washer and dryer Microwave, walk in closets Sign up now for Discount (715)-216-6722 Joey.roberts@live.com

Apt avail 6/1, 1 bed + loft. Perfect for 2. Full bath + loft has whirlpool tub. Off street parking 2Mi. to UWSP, close to bus route. lots of storage $495m + electric. 715-544-4273

Off-Campus Housing Hundreds of Listings 50+ different landlords www.offcampushousing.info

SUMMER HOUSING Across street from Old Main. Nice single bedrooms, each remodeled. Individually keyed deadbolt locks. Charter cable ready in each bedroom. Partially furnished. $425 plus utilities for all summer. 341-2865 or dbkurtenbach@charter.net

Spacious/quiet 3-4 bedroom apts $600 - $750/month/utilities FREE GAS CARD WITH SIGNED LEASE (715)340-8880

Anchor Apartments 2010/2011 School Year One to five bedroom newer and remodeled units 1 block from campus and YMCA. Professional management. Rent includes heat and water allowance. Special Feature: 4 bedroom 2 bathroom townhouse Side by side refrigerator/freezer with ice-maker. Extra refrigerator/freezer, front-loading, high efficiency laundry, dishwasher, free heat and water. Very low electric bill. Bedrooms also have ceiling fans, spacious closets and privacy locks. Call 715-341-4455

Reasonable 2,4,5 Bedroom Apartments Near UWSP Campus. Water Included. 715-340-0062

CASTING CALL
Open casting call for feature film
Date: May 1st
Time: 12:00 - 6:00 PM
Location: UWSP CAC Room 306
Casting 5 males and 2 females all in early 20’s
No preparation required
Questions contact tolstedt@uwm.edu or erdmannz@uw.edu

EMPLOYMENT
Part Time /Full Time Work From Home !!
As part of our expansion programmer’s, AA INT/ AKIN PARTS LTD, is looking for account managers,accountants payment representatives and Book Keeper to work at their own flexible schedule . it pays $300 - $1200 every 3 weeks plus benefits and takes only little of your time. Please contact us for more details.

Requirements -
* Should be a computer Literate.
* 3-3 hours access to the internet weekly.
* Must be 25 yrs and above of age
* Must be Efficient and Dedicated

If you are interested and need more information, Please send your resumes to {tobidays006@yahoo.com}